JEPPESSEN AIRWAY ACCESSORIES

CHART POCKET
Transparent durable vinyl pocket holds two enroute charts. 7-hole punched for binder.
P/N 8083 ...............................$4.35

APPROACH CHART PROTECTOR
Protection plus. Transparent plastic envelopes protect your most frequently used approach charts, while accepting marks from almost any writing instrument. Easy Erase. Set of 10.
P/N 13-21748 ............................$5.00

MULTI PURPOSE PRINTER PAPER FOR JEPPESEN BINDERS
Perforated, 7 hole (center & edge) • 500 Letter size sheets • Print up to 1,000 Jeppesen size sheets (5.5”x 8.5”) • Create print from your software • Checklist/Procedures • Schedule/Itinerary • Phone/address • Pilot Notes • Flight time/Expense Log • Approach Charts
P/N 13-33003 ............................$15.15

JEPPESEN BINDERS
Functional, durable, protects & lasts. Jeppesen’s leather binders are made from top-grain cowhide and include steel hinges and safety locks to secure the rings. The sturdy Duraflo binder has the look and the feel of our leather binders. The flow-mold process laminates and binds sturdy, ethylene acetate with a clear tough surlyn outer surface. Available in brown and black.

Standard leather 1” Binder ......................P/N 13-03251 ..................$48.95
Standard leather 2” Binder ......................P/N 13-03250 ..................$58.90
LB-2 Leather, 2” Rings, No Stay-Open Bar ........P/N 13-21738 ..................$97.00

PLASTIC BINDERS
PB-2 Denlon wrapped, 2” Rings, No Stay-Open Bar ........P/N 13-21744 ..................$40.00
PB-1.5 Denlon wrapped, 1.5” Rings, No Stay-Open Bar ........P/N 13-22792 ..................$24.95

JEPP PRIVATE PILOT EXAM BOOKLET
The Private Pilot Exam Booklet is a product that contains all the written exams that are needed to complete the Jeppesen Private Pilot course under 14 CFR Part 141. This booklet combines the Private Pilot Pre-Solo Written Exam, Private Pilot Stage Exams, and Private Pilot End Of Course Exams into one single product.
P/N 13-19627 ..................$17.85

PILOTS NOTES
Write it down! Handy for flight planning, enroute notes. Fits Jeppesen Binders. Pkg of 500 sheets.
Lined Pilots notes ..................P/N 13-06806 ..................$5.70
Unlined Pilots notes ...............P/N 13-06805 ..................$4.95
PV-5 IFR Enroute Plotter
Size 3-3/16” x 8-1/2”
P/N 13-21718 ............................$9.50

CHARTABS
Quick reference tabs labeled, “Departure, Destination and Alternate” help you find your place fast. Plastic color coded. Set of 3...........P/N 13-21752 ..................$7.70

MULTI-TABS
Make your binder work like you do. Write your own labels to separate your contents. Erasable, reusable. Lines for notes. Set/13.
P/N 8455 ............................$7.20

JEPPESEN STATE TABS SET
Easily identify your charts with these tabs. Organize your charts and text sections by state. One set.
P/N 13-07574 ..................$14.95

INDEX TABS
Simplify Location of desired charts and index sections in your airway manual or trip kit.
Set of Alphabetical Tabs P/N 13-62541-5..............$19.00
Set of Sectional Tabs .... P/N 13-62513-5..............$20.95

AIRWAY MANUAL ACCESSORY PACK
Each pkg Contains: • Charttabs (set of 3) • Approach chart protectors (set of 10) • NavLog/Flight Plan Forms (set of 50) • Multi-tabs (set of 13) • Pilot Notes (set of 25 lined)
P/N 13-62604-6 ..............$23.75

VFR/NAVIGATION LOG PAD
Record all of your flight information in a single convenient log. 50 sheets. Size: 11”x 8.5”
P/N 8846 ............................$10.95

NAVIGATION LOG / VFR FLIGHT PLAN FORM
Perfect Flight Planning partner. Features a weather log. Two sided fits into Jeppesen binders for easy in flight reference. Package of 100. Size: 5.5” x 8.5”
P/N 13-21754 ............................$5.95

IFR FLIGHT FILE
This handy chart planner and organizer holds NOS or Jeppesen approach plates, SIDs and STARs, and airport diagrams. Easy to load, static-hold chart protectors, and fits yoke clips & keenboards. Important reference information relating to IFR departure, enroute, approach, and alternates.
P/N 13-55016 ..............$19.95
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